Margaret Bourke-White was the first female photographer for __ magazine
Jerry Uelsmann often uses images of __ in his photomontages
Eadweard Muybridge took the photos for __ in Motion in 1878
Only 11 of the photos by Robert Capa on this D-Day beach survived
The Kiss, by Frenchman Robert Doisneau, was taken in this city in 1950
The 246 photos of The Faces of __ Zero were shot by Joe McNally
Married to Georgia __, Alfred Stieglitz also ran art galleries in NYC
Harry Benson took the pillow fight photo of this band in 1964
__ is the pseudonym of Gyula Halasz who published Paris de Nuit in 1933
Malcolm Browne won a Pulitzer for his photo of a __ monk in 1963
Henri __-Bresson is considered the father of modern photojournalism
Richard Avedon was a chief photographer for __ Bazaar
In 1961 Douglas Kirkland spent an evening taking photos of __ Monroe
Kim Phuc is the naked girl in the __-era Pulitzer Prize photo by Nick Ut
Louis-Jacques-Mande __ is credited with inventing photography in 1839
Ansel Adams took black-and-white photos of __ National Park
The Bang Bang Club documented the last moments of __ in South Africa
Annie __ took the famous photo of a naked John Lennon with Yoko Ono
Edward Steichen’s 1904 Pond-__ sold for $2.9 million in 2006
Yousuf Karsh is known for his __ of people like Churchill and Bogart
__ Man taken in __ Square in 1989 was captured by Jeff Widener
Her calendars of infants dressed as flowers or fairies are bestsellers
Brian Duffy shot the album cover for __ ‘s Aladdin Sane
Dorthea Lange is well known for her __-era photographs
Steve McCurry’s Afghan Girl appeared in National __ magazine in 1985
V-J Day in __, by Alfred Eisenstaedt, is of a sailor kissing a woman
Baron Wolman, Mark Seliger, and Neal Preston have done covers for __ __